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Abstract
The work deals with the problem of methods of synthesis
of switching circuits with multiplexers and it is mainly
focused on optimization and reduction of these circuits. It
analyses and describes the state of art in optimization and
reduction methods of multiplexer trees and also contains
description of the justification for the use of multiplexers
in the switching circuits.

We design a novel method of decision diagrams based on
binary decision diagrams (BDD) which uses residual vari-
able. Proposed model can be easily transformed to the
multiplexer tree. A new type of binary decision diagram
allows anyone to work without using the lowest and most
numerous level of nodes and through the preservation of
the necessary properties of binary decision diagram al-
lows its widespread use for a number of already existing,
optimization methods as it is shown in performed exper-
iments. New model was experimentally validated on the
benchmark circuits with reference to the saving in the
number of nodes in a model of what constitutes a major
contribution to a new type of binary decision diagrams
in the switching circuits design with multiplexers. Other
benefits of our work is a method for reducing multiplexer-
based circuit with dynamic propagation path control.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.6.3 [Logic Design]: Design Aids—Automatic synthe-
sis, Optimization; B.6.1 [Logic Design]: Design Styles—
Combinational logic

Keywords
BDD, multiplexer tree, residual variable, genetic algo-
rithm, static algorithm, area reduction, multi–parameter
optimization, synthesis acceleration
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In the design of the switching circuits there has always
been observed a high priority on reducing the number of
logic gates. Currently an equally important role is rep-
resented by effective design of switching circuits focusing
on the reducing electrical consumption, size and delay
of a circuit. Multiplexers are also an essential element of
switching circuits which can represent any arbitrary func-
tion and they are used in the design of VLSI circuits (high
degree of integration). It is also possible to combine mul-
tiplexers in a multiplexer tree and create the large-scale
structure.

An extensive research in the area of multiplexer tree op-
timization has been done so far, resulting in a number
of different optimization techniques. Since high fan-in
multiplexers provide poor scalability and are inefficient to
manufacture, it is most common to implement them as a
multiplexer tree of several lower fan-in multiplexers, usu-
ally 2-to-1 multiplexers. A big contribution to multiplexer
tree optimization was the idea of using BDD [3] as their
structural description [8]. Most importantly, this means
a BDD can be directly mapped onto a digital switching
circuit. BDD and multiplexers are suitable for the repre-
sentation of control and symmetric functions. They are
not optimal for representation of arithmetic logic circuits
or error correcting circuits[7].

Since the creation of an optimal BDD is an NP-complete
problem[4], to further optimize a BDD, an optimal input
variable ordering has to be found. Therefore efforts are
being made to achieve closer to the optimal result by using
several types of methods from a static variable ordering
to evolutionary algorithms that also make it possible to
optimize several parameters simultaneously.

BDD and multiplexers can also be used as an input for
advanced tools, which combine and transform them to
circuits containing logic gates AND, OR, MUX, XOR or
XNOR [22]. This solution was later extended by [2] by
MAJ members (carrying out the function of the majority)
in the system BDS-MAJ. This extension covered func-
tions for the control, as well as carrying out functional
units (such as arithmetic logic unit, multipliers) and it
can achieve 30% improvement compared to BDS.

When setting up appropriate synthesis’ parameters the
power consumption (besides circuit area) belongs to the
main technical problems dealt with in the industry of in-
tegrated circuits at the present. Energy leakage is grow-
ing exponentially as the production process progresses to-
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wards the smaller size in nano-scale[1]. Well-executed cir-
cuit synthesis of design technology can meet the market
requirements and it can avoid the constraints caused by
computational complexity. In the case of multiplexers it
can also mean attempts to shorten the longest or an av-
erage path length (LPL, APL) of multiplexer tree, which
may be important to create a circuit in a given technol-
ogy (e.g. PTL). Additional endpoints often include en-
ergy consumption and average or the longest path length;
these parameters can be optimized by a modification of
binary decision diagrams. Nowadays, in ever smaller di-
mensions used in the manufacture of transistors dynamic
power consumption decreases in total consumption, the
contrary static consumption increases. Direct impact on
the static power consumption is the number of gates in
the circuit. It is appropriate to synthesize circuit with the
lowest number of gates [17].

This work deals with the multiplexer and the multiplexer
trees as such, their effective methods of synthesis, op-
timization and reduction and we use most widespread
mathematical model in this area: decision diagrams. We
propose a new extension of BDD which is more compact
compared to the prior approach and we discuss its bene-
fits.

2. Preliminaries
In this section, the properties of a multiplexer tree and
BDD are defined. The input of algorithm based on Kole-
sar is a Boolean function (further B-function) f of n in-
put variables x0, x1, ..., xn−1 and a binary vector y. This
is denoted as f(x0, x1, ..., xn−1) = y, where the order of
input variables corresponds to the decreasing weights as-
signed to the variables from left to right, starting from the
weight of 2n−1 for variable x0 down to the weight of 20 for
x1. Such ordering can be then denoted as x0, x1, ..., xn−1.
Any B-function f specified by its binary vector y and a
fixed variable ordering can be easily expressed as a BDD
[21].

The modification of given function to a function of resid-
ual variables can be done by representing binary vector of
the function as a canonical matrix (1). Such matrix [18]
contains 2n columns of two rows. Each column represents
a pair of values x1 (bottom row) and x̄1(top row) of the
function.

B = ((x1, ..., xn)) = (1)

∣

∣

∣

∣

f(0) f(1) ... f(2n − 2) f(2n − 1)
f(2n) (f(2n + 1) ... f(2n+1 − 2) f(2n+1 − 1)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Afterwards, according to a pattern shown in Table 1, a
value from set {0, 1, x, x̄} is assigned for every column
(f(i), f(i+ 2n) where i resides in interval < 0, 2n >.

The result is a modified binary vector of given function,
called vector of residual functions. The length of this vec-
tor is equal to half of the length of the original binary
vector. In the context of multiplexer trees, this mod-
ified function can be represented by a multiplexer tree
one level shorter than original multiplexer tree. Values of
residual variable in positive and complemented form are
then connected to data inputs of multiplexer tree, along
with values of logical I and 0.

BDD is a rooted, directed acyclic graph consisting of one

Table 1: Value assignment for vector of residual
functions

Y Value
f(i) f(i)
0 0 0
0 1 xi

1 0 x̄i

1 1 1

or two terminal nodes of out-degree zero labelled by I and
0 and a set of variable nodes u of out–degree two with two
outgoing edges labelled low and high. BDD has only one
node with no parent edge, called the root node.

BDD optimization methods can be divided into two main
categories [9]

1. BDD ordering – results in Ordered Binary Decision
Diagram (OBDD), which respects a given order of
input variables. Variable ordering can have great
impact on effectiveness of BDD reduction.

2. BDD reduction – when applied on OBDD, results in
Reduced OBDD (ROBDD) which has lower number
of nodes than not reduced BDD. ROBDD respects
these two rules:

a) Uniqueness (Type I)– no two distinct nodes u
and v represent the same variable and have
the same left and right successor, i.e.: var(u)
= var(v), left(u) = left(v), right(u) = right(v)
which implies u = v.

b) Non-redundancy (Type S) – no variable node
u has identical left and right successor, i.e.:
left(u) = right(u)

Since creation of an optimal BDD is an NP–complete
problem [4], to further optimize a BDD, an optimal in-
put variable ordering has to be found.

Especially for circuits consisting of larger number input
variables, it is unusable to search the entire space of pos-
sibilities (n! different orders of input variables). The
methods are categorized into following groups[6]

• Basic methods.

• Heuristic methods.

• Alternative approaches (mostly evolutionary algo-
rithms).

Basic methods

Goal of exchange variables at k and k+1 level for the π−
BDD G of function f is to transform G to π′−BDD G′ of
function f. The only difference between variable ordering
π and π′ is only at levels k and k+1 and can be expressed
as: π(k) = π′(k+1) and π(k+1) = π′(k). This operation
is called the exchange of two adjacent variables (level π(k)
for the level of π(k+1) - see Fig. 1 ). Exchange of adjacent
variables does not affect the higher and lower levels in
BDD.

Heuristic methods
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Figure 1: Exchange of adjacent levels

The ordering of variables will be determined according
to the information available about the issue before the
construction of BDD itself. The best known algorithms
in this category is Force algorithm [20]. The idea behind
the FORCE algorithm is simple: the algorithm computes
the forces acting upon each variable and displaces the
variables in the direction of the forces acting upon them.
In FORCE, a CNF formula is viewed as a hypergraph,
where the formula’s variables correspond to vertices and
clauses correspond to hyperedges. The FORCE algorithm
determines two values during execution and iteratively
uses them to order the variables.

Method [10] is based on the proven assumption that the
number of nodes in a particular level of BDD depends
only on the arrangement of variables at lower levels. The
algorithm of this method sequentially places all the vari-
ables to the first level and determines to which of them
it received the least number of nodes. This variable (or
several variables) is saved for the level, then the remain-
ing variables are tested at upper level. The process is
repeated until the final BDD is obtained. Algorithm re-
mains exponential, but with better parameters than test-
ing all variables orderings. The method was used as the
basis for a group of methods which improve it further.

Alternative methods

Most of alternative methods is based on evolutionary al-
gorithms (EA), which belong to the state-of-art in the
field. Approaches are characterized by learning rules for
finding optimal variables ordering using heuristics for the
dynamic variable ordering or direct the use of evolution-
ary algorithms for reducing the BDD. More information
can be found in [6]. Every EA has three main components
[19]:

• Population of individuals representing candidate so-
lutions to the underlying optimization problem.

• Fitness function or objective function that deter-
mines the environment within which the solutions
live and which determines the strength of an indi-
vidual as an optimum solution to the given problem.

• Evolutionary operators leading to the evolution of
population of individuals that are better suited to
their environment than the individuals that they
were created from.

Genetic algorithm (GA)[5]. Main parameters affecting
the performance of GAs are population size, number of
generations (iterations), crossover rate and mutation rate.
Larger population size (number of chromosomes) and large

number of generations increase the likelihood of obtaining
a global best solution, but increase the computation time
as well.

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [15] is a population-
based stochastic technique inspired by social behaviour
of bird flocking or fish schooling. In PSO, the potential
solutions, also called ’particles’, fly through the problem
space by following the current optimum particles. Parti-
cles learn from their past experiences, learn from others
experience and finally converge near the solution, which
may be the best or a suitably good solution after satisfying
a definite termination criterion. The particles sense their
proximity to a good solution using a parameter known as
the fitness function [19].

A key feature of memetic algorithms (modified memtic
algorithm - MMA) [19] is the use of various techniques
of local search. Whereas the gene that passes on the off-
spring cannot be changed (except for mutations) in the
genetic algorithms, memes transmit information among
themselves so as to best suit the evaluation function (for
example through local searches) in memetic algorithms
which happens through knowledge of solution’s local space.

In [16] low power architecture of MUX tree at the reg-
ister transfer level was introduced. Within this architec-
ture, each MUX has its own individual selection signal
that is dynamically generated by a dedicated controller.
The controller is designed to keep those selection signals
remain unchanged as many as possible since only those
selection signals lying on the actual output propagation
path need to be properly set. As a result, redundant tran-
sitions of MUX cells in the MUX tree can be significantly
eliminated. Adaptation of this method in BDD would be
interesting in terms of dynamic power consumption. If
we use this method in BDD we should design a reduction
method of control part of circuit.

3. Residual variable in BDD
If we are going to implement a function with n+1 vari-
ables using BDD as the complexity of the function with n
variables, we need to have one of the input variables avail-
able in both direct and complemented form. The input
has to identify variables ordering so the variable in both
direct and complemented form had the highest weight in
binary vector.

Definition 1 – If we identify the presences of variables in
function of n+1 variables (e.g., by ordering in the truth
table), then we can assess these variables by weights. Ex-
cluding the variable that has the highest weight from the
list of variables and it is replaced by the logic value in
direct and complemented form, such variable is called a
residual variable. An arbitrary variable may be a residual
variable, if it is available in the both direct and comple-
mented form, otherwise the transformation of RViBDD
(Residual Variable in BDD) to a specific circuit will need
to add a NOT logic gate.

Definition 2 – If we identify the residual variable in func-
tion of n+1 variables, then the circuit of this function is
transformed into a circuit of function with n+1 variables,
the residual variable is connected to the data input.

Definition 3 – Created BDD for the function f with n+1
variables is called RViBDD (Residual Variable in BDD),
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if one variable is the residual variable and it is also a ter-
minal node of RViBDD. RViBDD can be created from the
truth table by using the methodology used by multiplexer
trees with a residual variable (see Preliminaries).

RViBDD creation can also be obtained by Shannon de-
composition, which uses this notation [6]:f = x̄if

i
0 + xif

1
i

,wherein f0
i and f1

i express these defined functions:

Decomposition of the function f by xi = c(c ∈ {0, 1})
and the variables ordering x1, ..., xi−1, xi, xi+1, ..., xn is
given by function: f |xi=c(x1, ..., xi−1, xi, xi+1, ..., xn) =
f(x1, , xi−1, c, xi+), xn)). Instead of f |xi=0 respectively
f |xi=1 denoted f0

i respectively f1
i , i ∈ {1, , n},where n ∈

N is the number of variables.

To create BDD with n variables the existing procedure
repeats Shannon decomposition until it reaches the level
defined by the equation 2.

f |xn=c = (x1, ..., xn) := f((vectorn− 1), c), (2)

where c ∈ {0, 1} and (vector n-1) contains corresponding
substitution of 0s and 1s according to the specified order
of variables x1..., xn−1 in the upper levels of BDD and
its particular propagation path. We obtain BDD which
determines the value of the function for each combination
of values for given variables x1..., xn.

In the case of decomposition of function is stopped by one
iteration earlier, we gain equation 3

f |xn−1=c = (x1, ..., xn) := f((vector n− 2), c, xn), (3)

where c ∈ {0, 1} and (vector n-2) contains corresponding
substitution of 0s and 1s according to the specified order
of variables x1..., xn−2 in the upper levels of BDD and
its particular propagation path. It is possible by using
this method to achieve up to four final conditions which
depend on the value c a xn:

• 0, represented by inputs ”00”,

• 1, represented by inputs ”11”,

• x̄n, represented by inputs ”10”,

• xn, represented by inputs ”01”.

The total number of nodes (without terminal nodes) in
G BDD for the function with n variables is possible to
obtain by modification of existing equation [11]:

|G| = 1 +
L
∑

i=2

[2n−

∑L
j=i kj ], (4)

where L ∈ N is number of levels in a multiplexer tree or
in a BDD and it is defined by equation:

L = ⌈
n

k
⌉, (5)

where:

• n is the number of control variables (also the level
in BDD),

• k (Equation 5 ) or kj (Equation 4 ) is number of
control variables of each multiplexer. In BDD model
kj , where j = i, i+ 1, ...L.

Table 2: Rules for usage of residual variable
Rule v1 v2 ui

0 0 0 0
1 0 1 xn

2 1 0 x̄n

3 1 1 1

After substituting values 1 for k the equation 5 is ad-
justed to L=n. It is sufficient substitute value n for L for
other equations which use the number of levels of BDD.
Equation (4 ) can be modified for BDD (which represents
function with n variables) to:

|G| = 1 +

n
∑

i=2

[2n−

∑n
j=i 1] = 1 +

n
∑

i=2

[2i−1], (6)

where |G| denotes number of internal nodes in BDD.

In the case of function with n variables is implemented
by RViBDD; the residual variable is used and it expresses
the value of the terminal nodes in RViBDD. The num-
ber of nodes in RViBDD is determined by the equation
(modification of 4 ):

|G′| = 1 +

n
∑

i=2

[2(n−1)−(n−i−2) ] = 1 +

n−1
∑

i=2

[2i−1], (7)

It is clear from the comparison of equations 6 and 7 that
RViBDD achieves decrement of the number of nodes in
the most numerous (first) level compared to BDD. The
achieved reduction is 2n−1 nodes where n represents num-
ber of input variables.

Let ui for i = 0, 1, ..., 2n−1, where n denotes number of
input variables of given function, denotes i–th terminal
node in RViBDD, then the value of the terminal node ui

(Fig. 3 ) can take four possible values, which depend on
the function values v1 = f((vector n − 1), xn) and v2 =
f((vector n− 1), x̄n), wherein:

• (vector n-1) represents the corresponding substitu-
tion 0 and 1 according to a specified order of vari-
ables x1, x2, ..., xn−1 in upper levels of BDD and its
specific propagation path,

• v1, v2 ∈ {0, 1}

This makes possible to convert BDD to RViBDD without
necessity of inclusion of residual variable at the first place.
(See Table 2 ).

Transformation of BDD (which expresses the function of
n+1 variables) to RViBDD will be carried according to
Fig. 2 based on the rules in Table 2 if xn+1 is chosen
to be a residual variable. Change occurs only at levels
xn and xn+1. Upper levels of BDD remain unchanged
and are therefore identical to RViBDD.

Since it is a new type of DD, which is derived from the
BDD, it is necessary, to maintain the basic rules for the
reduction and to work with BDD. Maintenance of the
rules is important in terms of reusing existing reduction
and optimization algorithms developed for BDD. Conse-
quence of conservation of the features is to increase the
usability of RViBDD. It is necessary to compare the two
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Figure 2: BDD transformation to RViBDD

Figure 3: RViBDD in bottom levels

diagrams and to determine their compatibility rate if the
same rules of reduction have to be applied to both BDD
and RViBDD.

In the case of the Shannon decomposition there is I–type
and S–type of reduction. Proof of usability is trivial, we
have to itemize the first level of RViBDD to original BDD
(Fig. 2 ) and it can be seen that nodes in the first level
can be used as nodes in the BDD. In the case of the same
value (0 or 1) at node in RViBDD, the situation is a very
similar to the reduction of S–type, which leads to the same
result in both BDD and RViBDD. The upper levels of the
RViBDD and BDD remain identical. The same rules of
decomposition remain preserved which is necessary for the
reduction of type S and I.

Important feature in the reduction of BDD is the ex-
change of adjacent levels. This is the basic approach for
getting more efficient BDD in terms nodes. Although the
approach itself is not very efficient, it serves as the basis
for most state-of-art complex methods. If adjacent vari-
ables are exchanged (levels i and j ) then variables order-
ing of function is modified from f(x1, x2, ..., xi, xj , ..., xn)
to f(x1, x2, ..., xj , xi, ..., xn).

Current approach remains unchanged if it is the exchange
between the other than the first and terminal level of
BDD (level of terminal nodes; the values from the set
{0, 1, x̄i, xi}) because of higher levels of BDD and RViBDD
are identical and exchange variables between adjacent level
are independent from nodes in the other levels.

Based on the rules for the exchange of nodes between ad-
jacent levels (Fig. 4 ), we can modify variables ordering
in upper levels for RViBDD the same way as for BDD.
Creation of a new RViBDD would be necessary when a
new residual variable is selected. It is appropriate to add
rules for the exchange of the residual variable in the gen-
erated diagram for better usability of RViBDD. This new
approach can be used to exchange adjacent variables at
higher levels in modification of the method in [18] to op-
timize multiplexer trees.

BDD in the first level can look like in Fig. 3.

Terminal nodes u1, u2 can take values {0, 1, x̄i, xi}. If
level 1 would be adjusted retrospectively then the rules
for exchange of adjacent levels (variables) is recreated (Fig
4 ), and BDD from RViBDD can be obtained (example in
Fig. 5 ).

Terminal nodes v1, v2, v3, v4 take the values {0, 1} , and on
the basis of their values we obtained values in the terminal
level where new residual variable in RViBDD is used (Fig.
3, Table 2 ).

The methods of exchange variables between adjacent lev-
els allow RViBDD to be applied to other, more complex
methods (heuristic methods, evolutionary algorithms, etc.),
which are mostly derived right from this method, and it
is the major contribution of exchange of residual variable.
Replacing the residual variable allows us the modification
of existing RViBDD, which is more efficient than creating
a new RViBDD with another residual variable. Since the
exchange of residual variable needs to perform more oper-
ations than for common exchange of variables at adjacent
levels it can be used a static variable orderings (e.g. meth-
ods analysed by [20]) to find the variable that appears to
be most suitable for the position of the residual variable.
Otherwise, this is probably the only part of the synthe-
sis, which may occur to increase required computational
time.

3.1 Propagation path control

If we adapt [16] to be used in BDD, it is necessary for
the correct behaviour of the control circuit to implement
adjustment for the following reason:

If we remove a node from RViBDD based on of the rules
for the reduction it is not enough to simply delete the cor-
responding part of the control circuit. We need to connect
together the logic gates that determine the control of the
propagation paths.

Modification occurs by adding an OR gate before the mul-
tiplexer, which represents two or more multiplexers from
the original non–optimized circuit. To this OR gate the
outputs of logical AND gate of preserved multiplexer is
connected, but also the outputs of other logic gates AND
that were used in the multiplexer removed from the cir-
cuit. Connecting of AND gates into a single OR gate is
necessary because of joining multiple propagation paths
of non-optimized UMS—n into a single propagation path
in the reduced tree multiplexer. Thus, in reducing such
circuit, it is necessary to add a new gate to the logic cir-
cuit – OR. Whereas, an OR is a fundamental logic gates,
there are no significant changes in the area of the circuit
from an already used logic gates.

4. Experimental results
Experiments were made on benchmark circuits LGSynth’93
[14]. When removing the redundant terminal nodes RViBDD
can be improved compared to BDD only by two nodes
at maximum in fact, whereas terminal nodes may ac-
quire the value of residual variable in direct or comple-
mented form. Thus formed BDD and RViBDD can be
described as a ROBDD and reduced and ordered RViBDD
(RORViBDD). The improvements were anticipated due to
the preservation of attributes of ROBDD in RORViBDD
and thus the same procedures for the reduction can be
used in both models. Substantial advantage of RViBDD
reduction is to be based on a decision diagram which
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Figure 4: Exchange of residual variable in RViBDD

Figure 5: Exchange of residual variable in RViBDD - example

contents smaller number of nodes, which is advantageous
both from a memory, as well as over time needed to apply
reduction rules to the model.

Advantage of using RViBDD for finding optimal RORViBDD
compared with BDD, designed for finding ROBDD, in
terms of time is shown in the last column in Table 3 (col-
umn Imp. mean Number of nodes improvement and col-
umn Acc. means Synthesis’ acceleration), which shows
the percentage improvement of time needed for the syn-
thesis of circuits that were obtained by testing n! of vari-
able orderings. By creating data inputs and a residual
variable right at the beginning, it is necessary to make a
smaller number of controls throughout the diagram. The
acceleration caused by removing most numerous level is
given by the number of occurrences of residual variable in
direct or complemented form (0 and 1 in the data input
can also be obtained by using existing reduction rule S–
type).It can be assumed that in the special cases where
the removal of most numerous level applies none resid-
ual variable is used (in the direct or complemented form),
so the method will have no contribution. An exception
could be only if the rules for removing most numerous
level repeat again for the next variable in variable order-
ing. The average improvement in time needed for the
synthesis RViBDD is 40.7% (20.41% was the smallest ob-
served improvement). It is not a problem, if the accel-
eration is below 50%, although the most numerous level
was removed which contains approximately half of the
nodes. When using the rules for the reduction of BDD
is complicated in terms of time to apply I–type reduc-
tion, especially at upper levels of decision–diagram when
you need to compare longer parts of the binary vector of
function(s). I–type reduction is fast enough at removed
first level of BDD compared to upper levels so the contri-

Table 3: BDD and RViBDD comparison
Benchmark BDD RViBDD Imp. (%) Acc. (%)

5XP1 78 63 19,23 34,94
9sym 33 31 6,06 41,28

cm151a* 44 42 4,55 -
cm152a* 21 19 9,52 -
con1 17 14 17,65 81,38
inc 100 87 13,00 43,15

majority 7 6 14,29 29,23
misex1 64 50 21,88 20,41
parity* 31 29 6,45 -
rd53 29 24 17,24 39,41
rd84 71 64 9,86 43,13
sao2 163 155 4,91 45,13
sqrt8 42 37 11,90 40,45

squart5 47 35 25,53 31,64
xor5 9 7 22,22 30,64

bution to the overall reduction in the time required may
be less than it might seem at first glance. Shrinking fac-
tor of the time needed to optimize RViBDD can also be
a greater probability for faster finding of the difference
between data vectors (in the vector, there are four dis-
tinct elements instead of two) belonging to the nodes to
be tested on the reduction rule I–type. The comparison
is of course already accelerated by creating hash for these
vectors and we compare only those vectors that have the
same hash. The further acceleration occurs by shorten-
ing the comparison vectors to half the size in each stage
(compared to the BDD for the same order of input vari-
ables). With this faster comparison of vectors we can
ultimately exceed the 50% threshold of acceleration, for
example 81.38% acceleration synthesis in case of con1 cir-
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cuit.

We shown benefits of using residual variable in RViBDD
where it reduced from 4.55% to 25.53% more nodes com-
pared to ROBDD. The following RViBDD were compiled
during the transformation without nodes that may only
be excluded due to use of residual variable in direct or
complemented form (Rule 2 and 3 in Table 2 ). For all
test circuits for all individual experiments the reduced
RViBDD came out more effectively than the reduced BDD.
There was not achieved a single case with identical or a
larger number of nodes in RViBDD which is attesting to
its advantage compared to BDD.

In cooperation with [13] the existing genetic algorithm
[5] was modified without using the hybrid method (called
”Branch and Bound”) and with using of elitism [12]. Test-
ing parameters were set as follows:

• Parameters of fitness function: 1 – 0 – 0 (Area –
Power consumption – APL).

• Population: 500 (variable count <12), 200 (variable
count from 12 to 21), 100 (cordic).

• Crossover rate: 80%.

• Mutation rate: 20%.

• Elitist: 1%.

• Iterations: 100.

After basic comparison of evolutionary algorithm with a
residual variable, the advanced EAs were compared with:
PSO [15] and MMA [19]. Test parameters for the ge-
netic algorithm BDD and RViBDD were preserved as in
the previous case. Results of compared algorithms have
been incorporated from the relevant articles in which the
authors set the optimal testing parameters:

• PSO: population: 100, w=0,9, c1 = 1, 75, c2 = 2, 25,
100 iterations.

• MMA: population: 20, 80% crossover rate, 4% mu-
tation rate, 20 iterations.

Weight of parameters of evaluation function has been set
so that the algorithms focus on minimizing area. In addi-
tion to evolutionary methods there has been added an
sifting method [21] which is often used as a reference
method for testing. As it is clear from the results of Table
4 the genetic algorithm (column BDD) is the least effec-
tive among the compared evolution algorithms. Under
normal circumstances, MMA would be considered as the
most effective which uses local optimization techniques. If
the residual variable is used and thus the RViBDD model,
we managed to reach that the genetic algorithm using
RViBDD has become the most effective in 8 out 14 cases.
On the other hand, it should be noted that the genetic al-
gorithm using BDD was worst in 9 out 14 cases compared
to the other evolutionary algorithms, and in 5 cases it has
reached the same result as another genetic algorithm, and
not even once reached the best result. This demonstrates
the importance of RViBDD for practical use in other al-
ready existing methods which can achieve improvement,
if they would be based on this model. Of course, the more

Table 4: EAs comparison (numeber of nodes)
Benchmark BDD RViBDD PSO MMA Sifting

con1 15 12 16 15 18
rd53 29 24 - 23 23

cm151a 32 30 32 - 34
cm150a 32 31 32 - 33
mux 32 31 32 - 33
sqrt8 35 32 33 33 42
squar5 47 34 37 37 38
misex1 62 49 36 36 41
rd84 71 64 - 59 59
inc 96 81 79 61 68
5xp1 76 59 68 68 82
sao2 103 96 91 85 92
cordic 209 144 105 - 93
9sym 33 31 - 33 33

Table 5: BDD and RViBDD comparison (%)
UMS-n MUX D-FF Logic

5XP1 81,88 84,28 81,88 67,96
9sym 90,98 91,34 90,98 21,57

cm152a 98,63 98,73 98,63 98,63
con1 73,91 77,27 73,91 67,39

majority 60,00 64,29 60,00 46,67
misex1 79,83 82,30 79,83 77,68
rd53 60,00 64,29 60,00 22,22
rd84 90,94 91,67 90,94 25,59
sao2 95,35 95,54 95,35 78,96
sqrt8 80,72 82,72 80,72 18,07
xor5 73,33 78,57 73,33 26,67

efficient the method is and the smaller the difference to
the results achieved by n! of variable orderings is ob-
tained, the smaller benefit RViBDD will have in terms of
the absolute number nodes (maximum improvement of 2
nodes to a single output circuit).

The achieved results (in Table 5) show a significant im-
provement in percentages, particularly for multiplexer tree
itself which provides benchmark function. The column
UMs-n means improvement in the number of multiplexers
in benchmark function; columnMUXmeans improvement
in the number of multiplexers in control part of a circuit;
column D–FF means improvement in the number of D-
FFs in control part of a circuit and column Logic means
improvement in the number of OR and AND gates. Also
very good results (over 60%) were subsequently achieved
in the number of multiplexers and D–FF in the control
circuit. Percentages of improvements caused by remov-
ing multiplexers (whether in the control part of circuit,
or in the circuit itself) and by removing D–FF preserved
the ratio between them. The reason is the structure of
the control circuit, which assigns on D–FF to each multi-
plexer in UMS–n and the number of multiplexers in the
control circuit is one less than the number of multiplex-
ers in UMS-n, because the multiplexer at the top level
of UMS–n does not need to have own multiplexer in the
structure of control circuit. Improvement of control part
of the circuit is thus proportional to the reduction rate
obtained in the main part of the circuit. Greater vari-
ance in terms of improving (18.07% – 98.63%) occurs at
the elementary logic gates OR and AND. At smaller im-
provements in elementary logic gates we can say that the
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reduction of multiplexer tree took place mostly at the
lower levels of the circuit. This is caused by the occur-
rence of greater number of AND gates in lower levels,
which have to be connected to the multiplexer, which re-
places other multiplexers eliminated based on the rules
for the reduction.

If the reduction of UMS–n is able to remove multiplexers
from the upper levels, it is also possible to remove part
of the control circuit’s structure, which controls the prop-
agation path in lower levels. From this perspective, the
size of the reduced circuit is more preferably an order of
input variables, which allows the removal of multiplexers
making up a subtree of the UMS–n instead of removing
an equal number of multiplexers in the lower levels. The
selected method improves the reduction of the number
of all types of gates and thus the area of the resulting
circuit is decreased. We managed to prove presumption
and modify the method of dynamic power consumption
in multiplexer circuits (referred in [16]) in such way it can
be useful for decision diagrams and at the same time it
provides the possibility of reducing of the control part of
the circuit, which can be significantly smaller in reduced
circuit. Through the use of decision diagrams it is possi-
ble to create a benchmark function by other logic gates
(e.g. XOR, AND, OR, NOT, etc.). In that case, the
importance of dynamic control of propagation paths is
probably greatly reduced because the phenomenon where
logical gates in one level are using a specific variable on
its input may disappear.

5. Conclusions
The main purpose of this work was the proposal of a new
method of optimization and reduction of circuits based
on multiplexer structures. Reduction and optimization,
based on work with the variable orderings, belongs to NP–
complete problems, and therefore research in this area is
still in progress and effectiveness of the proposed methods
is tested under various parameters. The most common
parameter includes the number of multiplexers in the cir-
cuit. In addition, there are more important parameters
such as the static and dynamic power consumption cir-
cuit, switching intensity of a circuit or the average path
length, which affects the delay obtained by a circuit. The
specific objectives of the work were:

• Proposal of a new type of BDD (RViBDD), which
uses the residual variable and reduction model of
circuit’s structure which consists of multiplexers.

• Proposal of reduction of type BDD and ensure the
compatibility with the previous model: BDD.

• Design of method of reducing number of gates in the
multiplexer tree while control of propagation path
is used.

Our main contribution is the definition of a new model
(RViBDD), which is based on BDD and it can be the
basis of new methods of optimization and reduction of se-
lected switching circuits. RViBDD uses residual variable
and removes the most numerous level of nodes. Thanks to
this it contains 2n−1 nodes less (n is the number of input
variables) compared with the BDD obtained by Shannon
decomposition. Definition of a new type of decision dia-
gram without compatibility with BDD could be relevant
only for a limited number of cases. A new decision tree -

RViBDD has the same properties (to ensure mutual com-
patibility), which are used in BDD, in particular the rules
for the reduction and replacement of adjacent levels. This
allows the application of more complex methods, which
are derived mainly from the rule for the exchange of adja-
cent levels and rules for the reduction. Existing methods
can use RViBDD as its initial state, and they immedi-
ately reach approximately half the number of nodes in
comparison with BDD, which reduces the memory and
computational demands.

The average improvement of the RViBDD was in [10]
(20,88%), [20] (15,56%). Implemented genetic algorithm
using the RViBDD was compared with the basic genetic
algorithm (uses a BDD), but also to more advanced algo-
rithms (PSO [15] and MMA [19]), which generally have
better results than genetic algorithms. The comparison
found out that through the use of RViBDD it was pos-
sible to improve the performance of less efficient genetic
algorithm. It was the worst performing algorithm in 9
out of 14 cases (and not a single best result) with BDD
and the best with RViBDD in 8 out of 14 cases, all of the
remaining cases there was an improvement in comparison
with BDD. It can be expected that the use of RViBDD as
input model should improve the results of the most recent
multiparameter algorithms.

It is advisable to select a methods from state-of-art and
fully test and exchange of adjacent variables between lev-
els in RViBDD and compare the rate of synthesis of BDD
while searching for optimal circuit using RViBDD as a
RORViBDD As shown in definition of RViBDD the ex-
change of residual variable is only part of the calculation
which is more complex in comparison with BDD because
it is necessary to control 16 different cases (actually there
may be only 12 of them during working with ROViBDD;
we skip the option where a node has the same children).
The complexity of calculating in use of the S-type reduc-
tion rule is maintained, on the other hand the complexity
of the calculation for I-type reduction rule decreases be-
cause of the length of the compared vectors (even when
using hash functions) is reduced to half the size for nodes
at each level. I-type reduction rule for internal nodes is
significantly more often in use than exchange of residual
variable.

It would be appropriate to propose extension of RViBDD
by complemented edges for better work with the deci-
sion diagram and to transform RViBDD into multiplex-
ers with direct and complemented output. The comple-
mented edge modification would provided the possibil-
ity to compare with the approaches BDS [22] and BDS-
MAJ [2], which allow the transfer of BDD into hardware
implementation, which uses also other gates than multi-
plexers. We assume that the exchange of group of nodes
in RViBDD by XOR and MAJ gates should also remain
compatible for this model. It would be more complex to
modify the existing rules for OR and AND gates, which
is mainly due to the fact that in RViBDD, it is not guar-
anteed that the internal node is on the propagation path
that begins an value 0 (or 1). After designing of these
rules it will be necessary to make tests to verify the suit-
ability of RViBDD (or RORViBDD) for these tools, not
only in terms of the number of nodes in the circuit, but
also in terms of the synthesis time.
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Usage of residual variable would be appropriate to test for
other types of decision diagrams, especially ZBDD and
FDD which are using other reduction rules applied to the
nodes, or nodes obtained by using a different type of de-
composition. Especially for ZBDD, it will be a simple
adjustment, because it would be necessary to prove only
compatibility with another rule for reduction (type D).
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